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Abstract. This paper presents a detailed integration process for XML schemata
called BInXS. BInXS adopts a global-as-view integration approach that builds a
global schema from a set of heterogeneous XML schemata related to a same ap-
plication domain. This bottom-up approach maps all element and attribute defini-
tions in XML schemata to correspondent concepts at the global schema, allowing
access to all data available at the XML sources. The integration process is semi-
automatically performed over conceptual representations of the XML schemata,
which provides a better understanding of the semantics of the XML data to be
unified. A conceptual schema is generated by a set of conversion rules that are
applied to a schema definition for XML data. Once this conceptual schema is the
result of a meticulous analysis of the XML logical model, it is able to abstract the
particularities of semistructured and XML data, like elements with mixed con-
tents and elements with alternative representations. Therefore, the further unifi-
cation of such conceptual schemata implicitly deals with structural conflicts in-
herent to semistructured and XML data. In addition, BInXS supports a mapping
strategy based on XPath expressions in order to maintain correspondences among
global concepts and data at the XML sources.

1 Introduction

The XML format has been extensively used to represent data as well as to interchange
data among users and applications, specially through the Web [7]. Several application
domains, like e-commerce [1, 3] and bibliographic references [2, 4], provides XML in-
formation on the Web. Considering such increasing availability of XML data, schema
integration mechanisms are required to provide an unified access to several heteroge-
neous XML sources on the Web related to a same application domain.

An XML data is a semistructured data [8]. Thus, the integration of XML schemata
is more complex than the integration of database schemata because semistructured
schemata are irregular, allowing the definition of heterogeneous instances in a same
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schema. Because of this high heterogeneity, it is difficult to find out semantic corre-
spondences among XML data based on a structural analysis of them, as well as to solve
conflicts of data representation in order to perform a unification.

Database schema integration processes usually convert the data models of the het-
erogeneous databases to a common data model called canonical model [10, 17, 31].
This canonical representation abstracts the heterogeneity of the data models, reducing
the complexity of the integration activity. Considering the specific integration of XML
schemata, there is a choice between: (i) to convert the XML data model to a canonical
model that is able to abstract the high structural heterogeneity of each XML schema or;
(ii) does not perform such conversion. Alternative (i) requires a conversion process and
mappings from one model to the other. However, the complexity of the further integra-
tion is reduced. Alternative (ii) does not require the conversion, but has to deal with the
complexity inherent to the integration of XML schemata.

Several related work on semistructured or XML schema integration apply alterna-
tive (i) [11, 20, 21, 23, 24, 28, 30]. However, their main drawback is that the adopted
canonical model does not consider all the particularities of the XML data model. Con-
sequently, they do not deal with some kinds of conflicts that raise when XML schemata
are unified, like elements with mixed content (text and structure) and elements with
alternative representations.

This paper presents a process for XML schema integration called BInXS1. BInXS
also follows alternative (i), proposing a conceptual canonical representation to a schema
for XML data. Such canonical representation results of a detailed analysis not only of
the XML data model, but also of XML instances in order to improve the understanding
of data semantics. The further schema unification applied on these canonical schemata
takes implicitly into consideration the resolution of conflicts related to XML schemata,
like the ones exemplified before. The main advantage of such approach is that the inte-
gration is applied on a conceptual basis, i.e., on high level and detailed abstractions of
XML schemata. A global conceptual schema is generated at the end of the integration
process. This global schema is useful in the context of a mediation system [12] that
provides access to XML sources on the Web.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives an overview of the integration
process followed by BInXS. Section 3 describes the conversion of an XML schema to
a conceptual schema. Section 4 describes how the global schema is defined from the
unification of conceptual schemata. Section 5 discusses some related work. Section 6 is
dedicated to the conclusion.

2 BInXS Overview

BInXS is a semi-automatic and bottom-up process for semantic integration of XML
schemata [25]. It is semi-automatic because user intervention is needed in order to vali-
date the semantic intention of data during the integration process. Semantic integration
processes are not fully automatic because the definition of a precise meaning for a data

1 BInXS is an acronym for Bottom-up Integration of XML Schemata.
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Fig. 1. BInXS integration process

is a very subjective matter. BInXS is also a bottom-up process because it generates a
global schema from a set of XML schemata, being classified as a global-as-view inte-
gration approach [18]. Such global schema abstracts the high heterogeneity of the XML
data sources and considers the semantic intention of all of these sources.

BInXS has two phases, as shown in Figure 1. The first phase, called Schema Con-
version, maps each XML logical schema to a correspondent conceptual schema. BInXS
adopts a conceptual canonical model because it provides a high level abstraction for
the XML data. Besides, a same conceptual schema may abstract several XML logical
schemata of a same application domain. The unification of conceptual representations
of XML data reduces the complexity of the integration process because it is much sim-
ple to find out semantic similarities among conceptual schemata, which straightly rep-
resent real world facts and their relationships. The Schema Conversion phase is detailed
in section 3.

Not only XML schematic information are analyzed in this first phase, but also
data in XML documents. Such data analysis is necessary to define a more accurate
conceptual schema, helping on the definition of relationship cardinalities and relation-
ships derived from XML element references, for example. The intervention of an ex-
pert user is expected to validate automatic-generated conceptual schema concepts in
order to obtain a definitive conceptual schema. Mapping information from concep-
tual schema concepts to XML elements or attributes are also generated and kept in a
catalog.

The second phase, called Unification, takes a set of conceptual schema generated
from the previous phase and performs their semantic integration, creating a global con-
ceptual schema. An external tool, called ARTEMIS, is used to find out semantic affini-
ties between concepts in different schemata. User intervention is considered again to
eventually choose one among several alternative semantic meanings for a global con-
cept or relationship representation, or to validate an automatic-generated preliminary
global schema. Section 4 details this phase.
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3 Schema Conversion

The Schema Conversion phase is based on a set of rules that consider the concepts of
the XML model, analysis of XML documents, and user expertise [27]. The conversion
process has three steps: Pre-processing, Conversion and Restructuring.

The Pre-processing step takes an XML schema (a DTD or XSD specification) and
modifies its definition in order to generate a more well-structured and simplified schema
to be further converted. Examples of schema modifications are: removal of elements that
are not semantically relevant (for example, an author-list element as a component
of an element book, acting as an intermediate element between book and author
elements); and the replacing of nested components by a new element type (called virtual
element) that abstracts the set of component elements2. Some of these modifications
require user intervention, like the first example.

The Conversion step takes a pre-processed XML schema and applies a set of con-
version rules on it, generating a preliminary conceptual schema and mapping infor-
mation. Section 3.3 presents these rules. The Restructuring step takes a preliminary
conceptual schema and performs manual and automatic modifications on it to produce
a more semantically correct and simplified conceptual schema (a definitive concep-
tual schema). Examples of manual modifications are: definition of suitable names for
automatic-generated concepts, and the validation of default cardinality constraints for
relationships. An example of automatic modification is the removal of redundant rela-
tionships.

The considered XML and conceptual models are presented in the following, for
sake of understanding of the conversion rules. It is necessary to introduce again the
XML logical model in this paper because BInXS deals with several features of this
model that are not fully considered in related work.

3.1 XML Model

The XML logical model defines elements and attributes. An element is composed by
a start-tag, a content model and an end-tag. The content model defines what is en-
closed between the start-tag and the end-tag. An attribute describes a property of
an element. Its value is specified at the start-tag of the element. Figure 2 (a) shows
an XML document. e3 and e15 are elements and a1 is an attribute of e3. Figure 2
(b) shows the correspondent schema to this XML document 3. A terminology to the
concepts of the XML model is presented in the following. Examples are taken from
Figure 2(b).

A composite element is an element with attributes and/or an element that has a con-
tent model defined by one of two XML grammatical constructs: sequence and choice.
A sequence (ec1, ec2, ..., ecn) defines n ordered component elements, with
n ≥ 1. A choice (ec1|ec2|...|ecm) define m alternatives for component elements,

2 e1Group1 in Figure 2 (c) is a conceptual abstraction of a virtual element. See sections 3.1
to 3.3.

3 Figure 2 (b) is a logical abstraction of a schema defined through a DTD (Document Type
Definition) or an XSD (XML Schema Definition) [5].
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Fig. 2. An XML document (a), an XML schema for the document (b), and a conceptual schema
for the XML schema (c)

with m > 1. The regular expression operators ’?’, ’*’ and ’+’ indicate the allowed num-
ber of occurrences of a composite element, denoting, respectively, 0 or 1 occurrence, 0
to n occurrences, and 1 to n occurrences. e1, e3, e5, e8 and e16 are examples. e3 is an
element defined by a choice and e5 is an element defined by a sequence. A nested com-
ponent is a sequence or choice specification that is embedded into the content model of
a composite element. The composite element e1 has a nested component comprised by
e16 and e17.

A simple element has a content model defined by a single value. e2, e10 to e15, and
e17 are examples. An empty element has no content model, i.e., its content model is
empty. e6 and e7 are examples (labelled by ’E’). A free element allows any kind of
schema element in your content model. It corresponds to an ANY element in a DTD or
XSD specification. e4 is an example (labelled by ’A’).
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A mixed element has a content model that is a mix of values and component el-
ements, i.e., it is a composite element with the following restrictions: (i) its content
model is defined by a choice; (ii) its components may repeat from zero to N times; (iii)
there is a special component (a valued component) without a name. e9 is an example
(labelled by ’M’). The elements e14 and e15, as well as the implicit valued component,
may occur from zero to several times into e9 content.

An attribute is an optional or required property associated to an element, like a2 and
a6. An attribute has a data type and may act as an element identifier (an ID attribute, like
a1). A reference attribute for an element ex is an attribute that establishes a reference
from an ex element instance to one or more values of ID attributes of instances of
elements. a4 is an example (labelled by ’IDREF’ or ’IDREFS’).

3.2 Conceptual Model

BInXS adopts a graphic variant of the ORM/NIAM (Object with Roles Model/Natural
language Information Analysis Method) conceptual model as the canonical model [19].
Figure 2 (c) shows an example of a conceptual canonical schema.

The ORM/NIAM model is based on two types of concepts: lexical and non-lexical
concepts. A lexical concept models information that has an associated value (a dot-
ted rectangle). a5 and e2 are examples of lexical concepts. A lexical concept has a
data type (string or integer, for example), and an optional enumeration of allowed
values, as shown in the concept a5. A non-lexical concept models information that
is composed by other information (a solid rectangle). e1 and e8 are examples of non-
lexical concepts. The model supports binary association relationships (with optional
roles) with cardinality constraints, and inheritance relationships. An association rela-
tionship is defined between the concepts e1 and e1Type1, and an inheritance relation-
ship is defined between e1 and e5, being e5 an specialization of e1. It is still possible
to model mutually exclusive relationships, like the relationships of e3 with e10, e11 and
e12.

The ORM/NIAM model was chosen to be the canonical model because it has a
more straight correspondence with the XML logical model: non-lexical concepts are
suitable to model composite elements, and lexical concepts are suitable to model simple
elements and attributes. Besides, simple elements and attributes (valued information)
may be associated to several composite elements in an XML schema. Such situation is
also possible in the ORM/NIAM model, i.e., a lexical concept may have relationships
with several non-lexical concepts. However, this is not possible in the ER model [9],
for example, where valued information can only be modelled as an attribute, which is
an exclusive property of an entity or relationship.

3.3 Conversion Rules

The conversion rules are the core of the Schema Conversion phase. They are summa-
rized in the following4.

4 For sake of paper space, correctness and completeness of the conversion rules are not dis-
cussed. This is a focus of future work.
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Rule 1 (Simple Element Conversion). A simple element ES generates a lexical
concept El with name ES . The data type of El is the data type defined to the simple
element, if exists; or string, otherwise.

Rule 2 (Empty Element Conversion). An empty element EE generates a lexical
concept eTypei, where i corresponds to the i-esimal converted empty element. The data
type of eTypei is set to string and its enumeration is set to {EE}.

Rule 3 (Free Element Conversion). The conversion of a free element EA proceeds
as follows:

1. a non-lexical concept Enl with name EA is generated;
2. given n the number of lexical or non-lexical concepts NL that corresponds to XML

elements, for i from 1 to n: generate an association relationship Ri between Enl and
NLi with a direct cardinality (0,1) and an inverse cardinality (0,N);

3. all previously defined relationships are set as mutually exclusive.

Rule 4 (Attribute Conversion). The conversion of an attribute ax of a composite
element EC proceeds as follows:

IF ax is a reference attribute and an analysis of XML documents indicates that all
references of ax instances points to instances of a same (target) element type ET

THEN generates an association relationship between EC and the non-lexical con-
cept corresponding to ET with a direct cardinality ([0—1],1), depending if the atribute
is optional or not; and define the inverse cardinality through analysis of XML docu-
ments or assume (1,N) as default

ELSE generates a lexical concept El with name ax. The data type of El is the data
type defined to ax, if exists; or string, otherwise. If ax has an enumeration, it is trans-
fered to El.

Rule 5 (Composite Element Conversion). The conversion of a composite element
EC proceeds as follows:

1. a non-lexical concept Enl with name EC is generated;
2. given {ec1, ec2, ..., ecn} the set of component elements of EC , for each component

element eci (1≤i≤n):
IF eci is not an empty element and it is possible to infer an <EC hyperonym eci>

5

relation with the aid of a lexical database
THEN generates an inheritance relationship Ri between Enl and the concept cor-
respondent to eci

ELSE generates an association relationship Ri between Enl and the concept cor-
respondent to eci with a direct cardinality based on the defined regular expression
operator; and an inverse cardinality defined through analysis of XML documents
or assumed as (1,N) as default;

3. IF EC is a mixed element
THEN generates:
(a) a lexical concept with a name ‘EC‘ + ‘Text‘, and a data type string;

5 t1 hyperonym t2 means that t1 is a more general term than t2.
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(b) an association relationship between Enl and EText with a direct cardinality
(0,N) and an inverse cardinality (1,1);

4. IF Ri associates Enl with a lexical concept La generated from an empty element
and there is another lexical concept Lb also generated from an empty element and
an association relationship Rj between Enl and Lb with the same direct cardinality
THEN merges La and Lb into a lexical concept Lu, and merges Ri and Rj into
an association relationship Ru between Enl and Lu, adjusting properly the direct
cardinality. The set of enumerations of La and Lb are also unified;

5. IF there is more than one relatioship R1, R2, ..., Rk between Enl and a concept Cx

THEN defines default names role1, role2, ..., rolek to each respective relationship;
6. given {a1, a2, ..., am} the set of attributes of EC , for each attribute ai (1≤i≤m) gen-

erates an association relationship between Enl and ai with a direct cardinality (1,1)
or (0,1), depending if ai is required or not, respectively; and an inverse cardinality
defined through analysis of XML documents or assumed as (1,N) as default;

7. IF the content model of EC is defined by a choice
THEN set all previously defined relationships as mutually exclusive.

Figure 2 (c) is the preliminary conceptual schema generated by the application of
the conversion rules on the XML schema in Figure 2 (b)6. The concepts e2 and a2, for
example, are created by Rule 1 and Rule 4 applied to the element e2 and the attribute
a2, respectively. Rule 4 is also applied to the reference attribute a4, defining an asso-
ciation relationship between the concepts e3 and e16. Rule 3 applied to the element
e4 generates a same name concept and their mutual exclusive relationships with other
element-derived concepts. Rule 2 applied to the elements e6 and e7 generates the con-
cepts eType1 and eType2, that are further merged into a single concept eType1 by the
application of Rule 5 to the element e1. It means that an empty element of a composite
element EC is considered a property (or qualification) of EC , being represented as a
lexical concept associated to it with a fixed value. Empty elements with the same direct
cardinality are merged into a single lexical concept, with a set of allowed values.

Besides generating a concept e9, Rule 5 applied to the mixed element e9 generates
a new concept e9Text that abstracts its valued components, and a set of mutually exclu-
sive relationships that comprises the relationship to e9Text and all relationships to the
concepts generated to its component elements, considering that the content model of
e9 is defined by a choice. Rule 5 applied to the element e5 generates two association
relationships from the e5 concept to the e13 concept. Because of this, two default role
names are defined to these relationships. In the Restructuring step, these names may be
changed by the user, or the relationships may be merged if the user assumes that they
have the same semantic meaning.

3.4 Mapping Strategy

Mapping information are defined during the Conversion step to each generated con-
cept or relationship in the conceptual schema. BInXS adopts XPath 1.0 expressions to
specify mappings to an XML schema [6]. XPath was chosen because it is a W3C rec-
ommendation for searching elements and attributes in an XML document.

6 ’I.C.’ denotes an automatic-generated default cardinality.
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The mapping of a concept Cg is defined as an absolute path expression in XPath, i.e.,
a complete path from the root element to the Cg correspondent element or attribute in
the XML schema. Given the conceptual and XML schemata in Figure 2 (c) and Figure 2
(b), the mapping of the concepts e14 and a2 are denoted respectively by the expressions
’/e9/e14’ and ’/e8/@a2’.

The mapping of a relationship is defined as a relative path expression in XPath.
Such expression says how to navigate between related concepts in an XML schema.
Mappings are defined for both relationship directions in order to allow the translation of
any traversal over the conceptual schema graph. In Figure 2 (c), the XPath expressions
’e14’ and ’..’ denote, respectively, the mapping of the relationship between the
concepts e9 and e14 in the directions e9→e14 and e9←e14.

A query language for conceptual schemata called CXPath (Conceptual XPath) was
defined in the context of the BInXS approach. A CXPath query is an XPath-like query
that starts at a concept and traverses the schema graph in any direction in order to
reach a desired related concept. With the proposed mapping strategy, the translation of
a CXPath query does not become complex because the translation process will basically
replace the concepts as well as the relationship traversals in a CXPath expression by
their correspondent mappings in XPath to the schema of an XML source XSi. Once
unified, these XPath expressions define a complete XPath query to be executed at XSi

7.

4 Unification

Once defined a set of conceptual schemata from local schemata8, the Unification phase
performs their semantic integration, generating a global schema [26]. To each global
concept or relationship are associated the mappings to all respective local concepts
or relationships that it represents. These mappings are kept in a global catalog. This
phase follows the traditional database schema integration steps: Schema Comparison,
Merging and Restructuring [10, 17].

The Schema Comparison step defines groups of synonym concepts coming from
different local schemata called affinity clusters. An affinity cluster belongs to one of the
following types: a lexical cluster, that holds only lexical concepts; a non-lexical cluster,
that holds only non-lexical concepts; and a mixed cluster, that holds lexical and non-
lexical concepts. The definition of these clusters is supported by an external tool called
ARTEMIS [14], and it is out of the scope of this paper.

The Merging step is the core of the Unification phase. It generates concepts and
relationships of a preliminary global schema through the merging of concepts in a
same affinity cluster. Such merging is based on semi-automatic unification rules that
are applied on the context of three unification cases: LxL (lexical unification), NLxNL
(non-lexical unification), and NLxL (mixed unification). The next sections detail these
cases.

Once performed the Merging step, the resulting preliminary global schema is vali-
dated in the Restructuring step through a set of automatic, semi-automatic and manual

7 For sake of paper space, CXPath and the translation process are not detailed. See [13].
8 From now on, XML schemata are called local schemata.
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actions to generate the definitive global schema. An example of semi-automatic action
is the definition of new inheritance relationships between global concepts with some
common properties coming from different local schemata. Such relationships are de-
fined with the aid of terminological databases and further user validation. An automatic
action is the generalization of association relationships defined to all specialized con-
cepts in an inheritance hierarchy. Manual adjustments include names of new concepts
and relationship cardinalities.

4.1 Lexical Unification

The LxL case merges the concepts of a lexical cluster, generating a lexical concept LG

at the global schema. It corresponds to the merging of all XML valued content with
affinity in different local schemata: simple elements, empty elements (considered prop-
erties), attributes and valued components of mixed elements. Specific rules determine
the name, data type and allowed values of LG.

Figure 3 shows the unification of two local schemata: S1 and S2. This example
is used to illustrate all unification cases. Several lexical clusters (denoted by (L)) are
defined between local concepts, like 1 and 2. Cluster 1 generates the global concept
Style, with a name chosen by the user between the names in the cluster. As both of the
local concepts have enumerations, they are also unified. Cluster 2 generates the global
concept University, whose name is the one with more incidences in the cluster.

4.2 Non-lexical Unification

The NLxNL case merges the concepts of a non-lexical cluster, generating a non-lexical
concept NLG at the global schema. It corresponds to the merging of all XML element
types that are composed by other elements or attributes: composite elements, mixed
elements and free elements.

To merge relationships, an iterative matching of pairs of concepts in the cluster is
provided, until one single concept (NLG) exists in the cluster. Basically, at each iteration
it is analyzed if two relationships have affinity. Consider two concepts ci and cj in the
same cluster. A relationship ri of ci has affinity with a relationship rj of cj if: (i) ri and
rj have the same type (association or inheritance) and; (ii) both of them associate ci

and cj with concepts in the same affinity cluster ACL. If so, a merged relationship rij

is generated from NLG to the concept that represents ACL in the global schema. User
intervention is required when an association relationship ri has affinity with more than
one relationship of cj (or vice-versa). Such situation raises when cj has two or more
association relationships with a same concept, and these relationships have roles. In this
case, the user must decide if ri has affinity with one of the cj relationship or not. If a
ci or cj relationship has no affinity with other relationships, it is considered an optional
NLG relationship.

The affinity cluster 13 is an example of non-lexical cluster, that generates the global
concept Address. The relationships Address-Country (S1), Address-Street (S2) and
Address-ZipCode (S2) become optional relationships because they have no affinity
with other relationships. The relationships Address-City in S1 and S2 have affinity and
are unified. The cardinality constraints are adjusted to be in accordance to both local
cardinality constraints. The relationship Address-Author in S2 has affinity with two S1
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Fig. 3. An example of unification of two local schemata

relationships: (i) Address-homeAddress-Writer and (ii) Address-workAddress-Writer.
Supposing that user intervention had decided by an affinity with relationship (ii), it is
indicated in the global schema that the relationship Address-workAddress-Author has
mappings to S1 and S2.

A mutual exclusion constraint defined to ci relationships, for example, is directly
represented at NLG if such relationships have no affinity with cj relationships. Oth-
erwise, it is possible that a mutual exclusion constraint conflict exists, and a detailed
analysis of ci and cj relationships must be performed9. In this case, only valid mutual
exclusions are considered over NLG relationships. Basically, a valid mutual exclusion

9 This conflict is implicitly related to the problem of unifying XML elements with alternative
representations.
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is the one that comprises: (i) ci disjoint relationships ri1, ..., rin, and cj disjoint rela-
tionships rj1, ..., rjn with affinity and; (ii) other ci and cj relationships that have no
affinity but are disjoint of ri1, ..., rin and rj1, ..., rjn, respectively. A subset of ci and
cj relationships in a local mutual exclusion constraint without relationship affinity, or
at most with one relationship with affinity, is also a valid mutual exclusion (case (iii)).
Cases (ii) and (iii) preserve local mutual exclusion constraints at the global level.

The unification of the affinity cluster 12 in Figure 3 raises a mutual exclusion con-
straint conflict among the relationships of the local concepts Writer and Author. The
conflict resolution performs as follows: the relationships with University and Enter-
prise are mutually exclusive in both local schemata. Therefore, an exclusion constraint
mei is defined between them in the global schema (case (i)). The relationship Writer-
Research-Institute in S1 has no affinity with S2 relationships but is mutually exclusive
of the two concepts mentioned above. Therefore, it is included in mei in order to main-
tain the S1 constraint (case (ii)). Besides, the relationship subset that comprises Writer-
Research-Institute and Writer-Office is still mutually exclusive in S1. As Writer-Office
is the only relationship with affinity, an exclusion constraint is defined on them at the
global schema (case (iii)).

Again, observe that the global relationships Author-University, Author-Enterprise
and Author-Office are defined as optional Author relationships. Such definitions avoid
that, for example, Author-University and Author-Office always occur simultaneously at
the global level, considering that their correspondent relationships in S1 are mutually
exclusive. Such analysis is also performed during the resolution of mutual exclusion
conflicts.

4.3 Mixed Unification

The NLxL case merges all the concepts of a mixed cluster, generating a global non-
lexical concept NLG. It corresponds to the merging of structured and valued information
with affinity in different local schemata.

The unification proceeds as follows: first, all non-lexical concepts are unified into a
preliminary non-lexical concept NLP by the application of the NLxNL case. After, for
each remaining lexical concept Li in the cluster, the user decides by one of the following
alternatives: (i) Li is mapped to a global lexical concept related to NLP , assuming that
Li has a semantic correspondence with a NLP property; (ii) Li becomes a global concept
and a new non-lexical concept NLU is defined as a mutually exclusive generalization of
Li and NLP . Such alternative assumes that Li corresponds to the union of two or more
NLP properties, and must be denoted as an alternative representation for NLP at the
global level; (iii) Li becomes a global concept associated to NLP , assuming that Li has
no semantic correspondence with NLP properties.

The affinity cluster 14 in Figure 3 is an example of a mixed cluster composed by
the lexical concept Article and the non-lexical concept Paper. Considering that Article
keeps titles of articles in S2, it corresponds to the lexical concept Title associated to
Paper in the global schema (alternative (i)). Then, this mapping to the concept Title is
also kept in the global schema, as shown in Figure 3. Alternative (ii) could be applied
if, for example, Article content was a complete bibliographic reference, including not
only a title, but also other reference information. In this case, a non-lexical concept
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GenericPaper could be defined as a mutually exclusive generalization of Paper and
Article, representing an abstraction of two possible disjoint representations for a paper.

5 Related Work

There are several work related to the integration of semistructured data [11, 21, 23, 24]
or XML sources [15, 16, 20, 22, 28, 29, 30, 32]. Some of them gives support to a man-
ual integration process, acting only as a tool that aids the user to define global views
or mappings among local schemata [24, 30]. Thus, their integration process has a low
quality because they provide a weak automation level. Another point is the canonical
model. There are work that deal with hierarchical models for semistructured data as the
canonical model, or performs the integration straightly over the XML model [15, 16, 24,
29, 32]. As a conceptual schema is not considered, their models enforce the structural
organization of data instead of data semantics.

An approach different from BInXS is followed by [24], that defines mappings among
local schemata instead of creating a global schema. This alternative is not adopted by
BInXS because we are considering the context of the Web, where there are a lot of
available XML sources. In this context, it is preferable to define a global representation
of these sources in order to provide an integrated access to them.

Close related work are [11, 20, 21, 23, 28], which also propose semi-automatic sche-
ma integration of conceptual representation of semistructured schemata. However, they
do not consider all features of the XML logical model, like elements with alternative
representations, mixed elements and references between elements, or do not detail the
mixed unification case as BInXS does. In [22], it is proposed an ER-like conceptual
model for representing XML data that considers XML hierarchical relationships be-
tween elements in the conceptual schemata. As the same related real world facts may
be expressed by different hierarchies in two or more XML schemata, this model is not
suitable to represent an integrated view of these schemata.

6 Conclusion

BInXS is a solution to the problem of schema integration for XML data. The focus
on XML schemata is justified by the widespread use of XML protocols by users and
applications to represent and interchange data, specially over the Web. The bottom-up
approach followed by BInXS is suitable to the context of the Web because it provides
an unified view of a lot of heterogeneous XML sources over the Web. If used as a basis
for querying XML data sources, this unified view avoids that users and applications
must know the schema of each XML source in order to formulate a query.

Compared to related work, the main contributions of BInXS are the following:

– A semi-automatic conversion process of an XML schema to a conceptual schema:
this process is based on a detailed analysis of the XML logical model and XML
documents in order to obtain a correspondent conceptual abstraction where data se-
mantics is much clear. The proposed conceptual representation is able to model all
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types of elements (simple, composite, mixed, etc); attributes; element-to-element
association, element-to-attribute association, references between elements; inferred
inheritance relationships between elements; and alternative representations for ele-
ments;

– A semi-automatic unification process for conceptual representations of XML sche-
mata: this process is suitable to XML schema integration because takes into con-
sideration the implicit merging of heterogeneous XML data, with content models
that may hold a value, a structure composed by other XML data, a mix of value and
structure, and have alternative representations;

– A mapping strategy between a global schema and an XML schema: the XPath lan-
guage is used to define mapping expressions from conceptual data to XML data.
Because XPath is a language for querying XML data, a query defined over the
global schema is easily translated to an XPath query to be executed at an XML
source. No similar strategy was found in related work.

As user expertise is considered in the process, a good integration quality is always
expected. However, future work include the consideration of instance-based integration
techniques at BInXS with the purpose of improving the quality of the results generated
automatically. On combining schema and instance analysis of XML sources, it is pos-
sible to establish semantic correspondences with much precision. The consideration of
semantic integrity constraints of local XML sources is also important. Such information
could be available and associated to concepts and relationships of the global schema in
the global catalog. Thus, if a global query qi defines a selection predicate that is not in
accordance to the semantic constraints of an XML source XSi, qi does not need to be
translated to XSi because no XML instances will be retrieved from there.
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